
October 22-25 
ADEA Fall Meeting Minutes 

Philadelphia, PA 
 
October 23, 2008 
ADEA COS Mtg 
Start: 4:13PM  
 
I. Welcome from ADEA Principal Officers 
     A. Dr. Charles Bertolami 
 Students have tremendous power to influence the future of ADEA 
 Students need to exert influence on our campuses and expand our membership.  
 
     B. Dr. Ron Hunt (President-elect) 
 Please review proposed standards for dental education 
 National Board exams going to P/F is  

A problem for specialty program directors; difficult to residency  
applicants.  

Test was designed to determine who has met the minimum cutoff for  
passing the exam. And it is not designed for any other purpose. 

  They will look into developing a good alternative to National Boards for  
specialty residency. ADEA is taking charge in this effort. 

 
II. Overview of the meeting (Nathan Hawley) 

Agenda Review 
 Review of the Ad Board Members 
 Review of chapters present in the mtg by regions – Pacific, Ohio Valley, etc. 
 Highlight of Fall Mtg: 
  Meeting with other Councils 
      - Advanced Education Summit – PGY-1 and Boards going P/F 
      - Council of Sections 
      - AFASA – administration, financial aid, and admission 

Concerned with determining the success of a dental school 
applicant. Identifying good predictors of a successful dental 
student.  

 Review of Goals of Fall interim Meeting 
 
III. ADEA COS: Who Are We and What We Do? (Jason Tanguay) 

A. Overview of ADEA 
a. Dental education organization 
b. Include US and Canadian dental schools. Also include hygiene, lab 

tech students 
c. Faculty development & recruitment 
d. Ensuring education funding 
e. Promoting oral health 



 
B. How the COS fits in 

a. Many different councils. VP of each council participate in the ADEA 
Board of Directors 

b. Biggest council is COS which has the largest membership (~11,000) 
c. COS structure 

i. VP, Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, Member at Large 
ii. COS Ad Board – Regional Reps – Student Reps 

d. COS holds 27 seats in HOD  
e. Each school is required to send one representative to the ADEA 

meetings 
f. COS Goals 

i. Strengthen communication – within COS, btw COS and other 
ADEA Councils 

ii. Promote academic dental careers 
1. Academic Dental Careers Fellowship Program 

application available 
2. Junior Faculty Award – increasing visibility of notable 

faculties 
3. Increase recruitment of students from disadvantaged 

backgrounds using videos on YouTube. Pre-dental 
students can hear advice from dental students directly. 
YouTube video will feature dental students answering 
FAQs regarding dental school preparation and school. 

g. Student Benefits 
i. Learning about how education is organized 

ii. Student scholarships and awards 
iii. Networking 
iv. ADEA publication – “Best Practices of Dental Schools” 

 
IV. Region Reports (Erik Unger)   

Not inclusive of everything that each local chapter is doing. Based on reports 
received so far. 

 
      Arizona School of Dental and Oral Health 

Lunch & Learn 
      UCLA  

 Started new chapter 
 Making videos to help preclinic students 

      Southern Illinois 
 Membership drive 

      Detroit Mercy 
 Traveling program – showing why people should pursue dental profession  

      Nebraska 
 Speakers on dental education 
 Review session of planning going to postgrad 



       Minnesota 
 ADEA lunch presentation 
 Obtained official student group status  
 Ethics club 

       Marquette 
 Featured in school newsletter 
 Raffle tickets to Ireland – raise money for all organizations at school 
 New Ethics club 

       UCSF 
 High School Outreach Conference  
 Kids at UCSF Day (Expansion of Take Our Daughters to Work Day) 

       Loma Linda 
 Overview of conference 

       Oregon 
 Discussion of integrity 

       UNLV 
  Boy Scouts Merit Badge Day 
       Pacific 

 Introduce Boards Part I to D1s 
 Big/lil sib mentorship program 

       USC 
 Created survival guide 
 DH rep writing an article for ADHD 

       Washington 
 Mission statement; had 100 membership  

       Howard Univ 
 PASS lunch & learn 

       Pittsburgh 
 PASS presentation by Peter Storandt 
 Second annual Wet Lab Survival Caddy sale 

 
V. Regional Break-out Sessions to discuss/share ideas to improve local chapter 
 
VI. ADEA PASS TASK FORCE (Joe Chang) 
 PASS and match have merged together as one. Don’t need to apply to both PASS  

and match. 
 Many Perio & Endo programs don’t participate in PASS 
 PASS program directors are looking into including 2x2 photos into PASS so that  

applicants don’t have to send multiple copies as part of secondary 
applications to different schools. 

PASS programs are looking into including supplementary applications. They are  
looking for ways to allow each school to ask supplementary questions as 
part of PASS. 

 
End Meeting 5:39PM 
 



 
October 23, 2008 
“Art of Vision” by Mr Erik Wahl  
Topic: Creativity 
Theme: “Innovative solutions to connect, converge, and create” 
 
I. Intro: 

“Who here can draw,” the speaker asks the audience. No one raises his/her hand. 
In college, the speaker says that he would get more responses and even more so in 
high school…and everyone in kindergarten would raise their hands to indicate 
that they know how to draw. 

 
“Every child is an artist. The challenge is how to remain an artist once you grow 
up.” – Picaso – 

 
II. Southwest example 

One plane had a terrible landing -- Avoided possible lawsuits due to flight crew  
using light humor: “No additional charge for second landing.” 

 Creativity is a culture/climate. 
 Other airlines try to adopt the Southwest model of creating an atmosphere of  

humor/etc. but didn’t work out as well. Climate/model cannot be imitated  
superficially 

 
III. Vision is imagination 
 Theme for 2009ADEA Annual Session – Imagination  

“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” – Einstein 
 Adaptation = creativity = imagination 
 
III. Drawing exercise: 
 “Draw a flower”  
  Everyone in the audience draws a daisy flower. This demonstrates the use  

of LT hemisphere of brain; not using creatvitiy 
  We must tap into the RT hemisphere to draw out our innate creativity. 
 
IV. Audience volunteer 
 Given an envelop labeled “Risk” 

She is asked to delegate a set of instructions to anyone; she volunteers to  
do it herself. 

A note was inside the envelop and it says, “Sometime it pays to 
take a risk” along with a $100 bill. 

   Lesson: Sometimes it’s worth to take risks. 
 
V. FEAR 
 False Evidence Appearing Real 
 Evaluated psychological ability of Navy seal: three common traits 

1. Focus 



2. Commit 
3. Adapt 

 
VI. We were taught to use more of our LT brain (logic) and less of our RT brain 
(creativity) 
 Reproductive thinking (LT brain) 
  

Productive thinking (RT brain) 
  We need to use this to advance ADEA. 

 
“There exists limitless opportunities in every industry. Where there is an 
open mind, there will always be a new frontier.” – Charles F. Kettering 

   We need groundbreaking thinking. 
 

The existence of resistance to change has given us a greater opportunity to  
adopt creativity to our profession. In a sense, we were given a 
blank canvas in which we could do something extraordinary. 

 
Sometimes task overtakes purpose. People are satisfied with mediocrity.  

Change comes when someone challenges that mediocrity. 
   Slideshow of historical figures shown. 
 
VII. Lincoln on Leadership 

A. Imagine the Vision 
a. Connect with emotions 
b. Converge your ideas 
c. Create flexibility 

B. Courage to Risk 
a. Differentiate 
b. Willingness to risk failure to experience success 
c. Redefine what risk and failure mean 

 
Lesson: To educate audience, go to entertainers (e.g. Seinfeld, etc.) who are 
masters in engaging their audiences. 
 

VIII. How to continue to insert creativity in an organization 
 Be unbound by the past to fully exercise the creativity we have.  
 
IX. Speaker’s family  

“Crazy daddy time”  
He spends time with his 3 young boys doing unconventional things so that 
they will have a healthy tension between growth of their logical side & 
creativity side. Examples: eat desert before meal; painting on each other. 

 
X. Closing remarks 
 Think like no one else has before. Picture of Einstein upside down. 



October 23, 2008 
“People and Jobs on the Move: Implications for the Health of Our Nation”  
Speaker: James H. Johnson, Jr. 
Topic: Demographic changes  
 
I. The “Browning” and “Greying” of America 
 “Browning” - Issue of immigration 
 “Greying” – Aging of white population 
  Baby boom generation 86 million 

 Baby bust generation 67 million 
 2011: First boomers enter retirement age of 65 
  “Silver tsunami” hits 

More people work over 65 – there’s a cost involved with this b/c people  
acquire age-related disabling qualities and accommodating them 
cost money. 

  
II. “First” and “Second” Wave of Globalization 
 First Wave – 1980-Present 
  Off shore movement of blue collar jobs 
 Second Wave – 1990-Present 
  Off shore movement of white collar jobs (e.g. hospital, CEO, etc.) 
  Healthcare tourism: 750,000 went offshore to get surgical procedure done 

By 2010, 6 million of people are expected to go offshore for 
medical care 

  Look up: John F. Welsh Center in Bangalore 
   3000 post grad healthcare providers and engineers go offshore 
   $650/mo salary in foreign countries – US can’t compete with this 

We won’t be able to even produce the number of professionals to compete  
globally 

 
III. Implications and Challenges 
 Case for “Browning” of America 

1921-1960: Chinese Exclusion Act. There were legal intentions to have  
immigrants to be phenotypically similar to the Anglo-Saxon 
Caucasians. Most immigrants were from Europe.  
“Invisible minority.” 

1961-1986: Geographically discriminating laws were eradicated. Now,  
there’s a greater number of Asian immigrants. “Visible minority” 
because of dissimilar phenotypes. 

1987-1998: Latin America & Asia 
 
Key points: 

Geographic origin changes in immigration 
Greater # of immigrants: 65,000 per year (1961-1993) 
to 487,386 per yr (1999-2004) 
 



  After 1965, people were able to cross Pacific and Atlantic Oceans 
  April 2005 – Illegal population range from 7-15 million 
   
  Non-immigrants = people who are here with visa, temporarily 

Most illegal immigrants are those who have received govt issued 
visa but over-stayed. 

  2007: 37M foreign born Americans 
   

Need fertility rate of 2.1 to replace parents 
  White fertility rate has 1.8.  

Non-whites have higher fertility rate. Moreover, non-whites are younger;  
therefore, more likely to reproduce than whites.  
 

IV. Discussion 
 Hispanics makes great economic contributions. They affect the state budget but  

do not cause economic burden. 
We must understand the economic impact of having smaller Baby Burst  

generation taking care of the Baby Boom generation (e.g. paying for 
Social security, health care cost, etc.) 

 We must be prepared to compete globally. 
 
 
Oct 24, 2009 
Advanced Education Summit 
Topics: PGY-1 and National Boards P/F 
 
I. PGY-1 
 Arguments against PGY-1 (Rishi) 

 Increased interest rate on financial aid/loan 
 Difficult for families to relocate 
 Lack of experience in advanced procedures: (e.g. implant, crowns, and  

molar endos) 
 What is the exact reason for making PGY-1 mandatory? 
 Why not PGY-2,3,4? What is next? 

   
 Stonybrook Perio faculty 
  PGY-1 in NY served to be in lieu of live patient licensing exam 
   
  Pros 
   Serves to enhance education 
   Possibly serve as a transitional year, making it easier to work  
 
   NY – PGY1 is mandatory 
   Delaware – PGY1 is mandatory, also have to take a licensure exam 
 
  Cons  



   May denigrate current dental school education 
   Should reexamine the curriculum instead of adding more year 
   Loans 
   Students applying to specialty may not need to do PGY-1 
   
   Not all PGY1 programs are alike – some focus more on surgery,  

etc. 
5th years residency at one state may not be sufficient for licensure  

at another state 
   Problem with faculty/teachers wanting to teach – some may be  

unqualified to teach because they’d be required to have 
some PGY experience.  

   Licensure by endorsement 
     
  Possibly looking into using 1st year of specialty training as PGY-1 for  

people interested in residency 
 

Possible alternative – why not decrease amount of years required to go 
into dental school? High school to dental school directly and make dental  
school 5 years (Latin America model). 

 
Con: Not many people know that they want to go to dental school 
Pro: We need to change the paradigm of what we want to see  
students be able to accomplish in high school in terms of career  
choice. 
 
There are 6 year high school to dental/medical school programs. 
Intellectual ability can be measured in high school. 
 

Pro PGY1: Current dental schools do not provide the variety of clinical  
situations that you’d in GPR. 

 
Dental externships are very similar to GPR 
Most schools do not have externship rotation  don’t get  

community dental experience. 
 
  Con: Value of GPR and the assets it provides to residents is partly due to  

the competitive nature of getting into GPR. If it becomes 
mandatory then you’d lose the quality of the GPR programs. 

 
Space issue of accommodating all the graduates in PGY1 programs.  
 
Faculty says we can make room if PGY1 becomes mandatory 

 



Why PGY1 is mandatory? Makes one question whether dental schools are 
producing competent dentists. Making PGY1 mandatory doesn’t address the 
fundamental issue then. 

 
Topic 2: NBDE going P/F 
 Comparing scores across certain years is not appropriate – but it still happens! 
 No validity for the use of National Boards as an admission tool. 
 There’s no guarantee that there is a difference between a 89 and a 90. 
 
 2008 – Mean 81.2, SD 4.9  
  90+ scores are now 2 SDs away; in 2005 it was only 1 SD 
 
 Conclusion: P/NP move is correct. But we need a new validated, standardized test. 
  

Solutions: 
Possibly use GRE (or other graduate exam) 
Use portfolios, emphasis on externships, more enhanced interviews, more 
thorough evaluations by faculty at dental school.  

 
OMFS Program director: 
 Utopia vs reality 
 Reality: a huge # of schools are P/NP, no ranking, dean’s letter, faculty gives  

similar letters to everyone. Only thing admissions can use is NBDE scores. 
 
 We want to create a better exam. But in meantime we need something. 
 
 From personal experience: they know that there’s a pretty good correlation  

between board scores & performance in residency.  
 Can you say that there’s no difference between a person with a 85 and another  

person with a 95? 
Program director compares scores  
 
Dr. Moore 

• Joint commission can provide raw score or standardized scores.  We know what 
the mean is and know what the standard deviation.  If goes P/Fail,  

 
Resolution: urges joint commission maintains current reporting of standard raw scores 
until late November 1st, 2011.  Need to secure standard valid exam. 
 
Ortho program director: 
All agree that we need standardized exam.  GRE score? It only shows general knowledge.   

Not specific and she personally wants to know how much anatomy student knows.   
ADA ought to come up with an exam that is fair so there isn’t 40 questons on TMJ on  

one test and only 2 on another.  
  
Few ortho programs use mathematical model to screen applicants for interview invitation  



 
purposes. But most programs don’t see major difference between students with 88 
and 93, for example. Take home lesion: understand the limitation of the board 
scores in admissions process. It plays a role in interview selection process. 
Interview has a bigger role after selected for interviews. 

 
Heather Bolles (COS) 

Academic score does not correlate with clinical performance.  
 
1 or 2 points does not make a difference.  Ranking class, GPA, LOI, research, letter of 
intent, interview all play important roles in admission.   
 
Things admissions committee want to know are: 

Are you going to help the profession and give back to the community?   
Are you a team player?   
What kind of person are you?   
Contributing to development of profession? 

Again, 5 points difference will not make a great difference. 
 
Program directors do compare within the applicant pool.  Not compare between the years. 
 
COS are not opposed to standardized test, but wish that it is a valid test.   
 
 
October 24, 2008 
Council of Sections 
 
What is Council of Sections? 

One of the 7 councils within ADEA. 
 Distinctive –  
  Does NOT represent institution like Council of deans, students, etc. 
   NOT related to a person’s role in a particular institution. 
  Represents a variety of disciplines 
  You can self-select to serve/join 
  Responsible for majority of programs at the Annual Session. 
  Largest council of ADEA (COS has largest membership) 
 
Discussion 

Why did you join a section and what are students’ expectations from section 
membership? 

 
How can section programming target more student interest/participation at the 
annual session? 

 
 
 



October 25, 2008 
Last ADEA COS Mtg 
 
I. ADEA Public Policy & Advocacy (Mr. Jack Bresch) 

If you want an advocacy workshop at your school, talk to your dean and request  
the dean to contact him.  

Typical advocacy workshop agenda? Varies. It depends on the campus and their  
specific goals. Usually, state level issues are discussed, instead of  
federal level issues.  

 
II. Program coordinator of PASS (Drake Washington) 
 More info on ADEA.org under PASS services 
 Wants to stress the point that PASS saves money, time, stress 
 May contact him at WashingtonD@adea.org
 
III. Board of Directors Report (Rishi) 
 Meeting held at ADEA office in Washington D.C. in June and September 2008 
 ADEA Annual Session had a record attendance 
 Gies Award program was a huge success  

Discussions of PGY1 continue but getting all the involved parties to discuss this 
issue is difficult.   
Dr. Bertolami is a big proponent of MedPortal. Encouraged dental students to take 
advantage of this resource. 
Eight new dental schools in the pipeline.   

 We want more residents and advanced graduates to be involved in COS.  
New name of COS: “Council of Students, Residents, and Fellows” to make  

COS more inclusive. The term “students” do not include residents and 
fellows – only refers to those who have yet to graduate.  
*Everyone in the meeting was in favor of the name change. 

 What’s the more important issue? 50% PGY1, 50% Boards P/F issues 
PGY1 affects everyone. So it should be addressed sooner. 

  Boards P/F 
   It will be in effect around 2011 (not 2010) 

They’re remaking the test so that it is validated. They’re looking 
for different ways to test students or to develop a portfolio for 
applicants. 

   Admin board will send an official statement regarding Boards going P/F to  
the COS. 

 
III. Why is ADEA important? (Nate Hawley) 
 ADEA is not only about education. 
 Purposes of ADEA  
  Education, Leadership, Research, Outreach & Science 
 
 1) Promotes education and educational reform 
 2) Leadership experience and development. Participate in lobbying. 

mailto:WashingtonD@adea.org


 3) Research – Annual poster fair. Publication in the Journal of Dental Education.  
Publication is available online. Paper form is $70/yr. 

 4) Outreach and service – promote oral health; mentorship opportunities. 
 
Why does ADEA matter? 
 Change in education 
 Create a voice/promote legislation 
 Improve and enhance dental education experience  
 Develop leaders in dental profession 
 
Are we different from ASDA? 
 Full component member of ADEA – we have full access to ADEA. 
 Direct voting power in Association policy (27 votes) 
 Opportunities to interact with Administration/Faculty 
 Different focus 
Do we compete with ASDA? No need, b/c we have different focus. 
 
House of Delegates 
 Policy making body of ADEA 
 27 seats 
 We have the ability to put forth resolutions in fron of the HOD – affecting agenda,  

focus of ADEA 
  
Future goals: Produce a guide to eastblishing an ADEA chapter 
 
Discussion 
What is the role of ADEA COS in helping you grow ADEA at the local level? 

- Setting up computers so that everyone will be a member of ADEA 
- Send out an email to your school with powerpoint presentations 
- Developing a handbook on how to establish a chapter  
- COS is a great selling point 
- Have meetings to explain more about what ADEA and COS do 
- Interim meeting or meetings with other students leaders to gather ideas would be 

great 
- Use ADEA website so that students could interact with different chapters 

o Forum format 
- It’d be a great to have region shuffle – meet with students from different regions 
 

Where do you see the mission of the COS taking us? 
- More interaction with the Council of Sections  

 
How do we gain involvement from the schools that aren’t currently represented? 

- Present to the Council of Deans 
- List of schools that did NOT send a representative  

o Possibly waive registration fee 
- List of deans who do not come to ADEA meeting 



- Perhaps work with ASDA to have ADEA representative 
- List of student leaders from each school to encourage student participation 

o Use the Council of Faculty to get this information 
 
IV. Center of Group Leaders 
 

1) Public Policy & Advocacy (Maria) 
a. Nurturing the Health Care System’s Neglected Stepchild (dental) 

i. Oral health should be included in any health policy 
b. Supprt in the Senate – Senator Jeff Bingaman 

i. Seeking funding for residents (i.e. stipends) 
c. Moratorium on CMS (Center for Medicaid Services)  

i. Prohibited Medicaid payment for GME 
ii. Limits on Medicaid payments for nursing homes 

iii. Fragmented case management for children with disabilities 
iv. Prohibited funding for specialized medical transport 

d. Dental Access in Underserved Communities Act (HR 6613) 
i. Passed! 

ii. $300M to National Health Services Corp - $100M for oral health 
e. Higher Education Act 

i. Make higher education more affordable through transparency  
ii. State penalities for failure to increase funding “College Access 

challenge Grant” – They’ll obligated to help underserved more 
f. NIH Loses $1.2B increase 

i. Standard of care change through research – not passed 
ii. Attached to a Medicaid bill meant to talt any cut in the program 

that serves low-income children/families 
g. Economic Hardship Deferement Eliminated 

i. Effecgtive July 1, 2009 elimiates the 20/220 pathway of the 
economic hardship deferment 

ii. If specialties have their residents listed as “students” they’ll be 
exempt and be able to have their loans deferred during residency. 
But for programs that have residents labeled as “residents” they 
will not have loans deferred and their loans will accrue interest 
while in residency. 

iii. Hospital-based specialties will be affected most 
iv. Not set in stone – must advocate and lobby against it! 
v. Affects all higher education, including medical 

h. ADEA Board of Directors Issues Policy Statement on community-Based 
Dental Education 

i. Dental Student Lobby Day -- Feb 11-12, 2009 
2) Center for Equity and Diversity (Heather Biles) 

a. Students applying to dental school 
i. Dental YouTube mentorship to help students early on 

ii. Place a YouTube link on every dental school website 
iii. 20,000 hits already 



b. Students currently in dental school 
i. Access to care issue  

ii. Hygienists and mid-level providers with higher functions (DCAC) 
1. DCAC in Michigan send high school students to be trained 

as “assistants” (9 months) and do higher-level functions in 
underserved areas.  

iii. We need to be well-informed to educate our classmates. 
c. Cultural competency  

  
V. Resolution on PGY1 
 We will write a resolution as a council on our position on PGY-1. We do not  

support PGY1 becoming mandatory. 
 Most people in 34 favor; 2 neutral; no nay 
 
VI. Ad Board Secretary (James) 
 A. New ADEA COS Chapter Awards application: two goals 

1) Identify and recognize excellent chapters  
2) Newer chapters could learn more about what more established chapters are 

doing  
B. Dental students subsite on Adea.org 
 Will work with ADEA staff to make ADEA website more user-friendly 

 
VII. Junior Faculty Award (Jason) 

a. Be aware of the regulations and limitations of the award 
b. Less than 5 yrs of teaching at any level/institution – full time! 
c. Deadline: Postmarked by Dec 8th 
d. Note: they must mention how the faculty will use the money to better 

education for his/her school. Many failed to mention this. 
e. 12-13 applicants received last year 
f. Award: $2500 
g. Recognized at Annual session 

 
VIII. Papers on professionalism and oral health document. If you’d like to comment and 
update on these papers, please email the Ad Board. 
 
End: 1:08PM 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Prepared by James Han (UCSF) 
Ad Board Secretary 2008-2009 


